Abstract. We are presenting a description of the UNL initiative based on the Universal Networking Language (UNL). This language was conceived to be the support of the multilingual communication on the Internet beyond the linguistic barriers. This initiative was launched by the Institute of Advanced Studies of the United Nations University in 1996. The initial consortium was formed to support 15 languages. Eight years later, this initial consortium changed, many components and resources were developed, and the UNL language itself evolved to be the support of different type of applications from the multilingual generation to the "knowledge repositories" or cross lingual information retrieval applications. We describe the main features of the UNL Language making a comparison with some similar approaches like interlinguas. We also describe some organizational and managerial aspects of the UNL according the criteria of quality and maturity, putting emphasis on the open character of the initiative for any interested group or researcher.
Background
The UNL project has an ambitious goal: to break down or at least to drastically lower the language barrier for the Internet users. With time and space limitations already overcome, the Internet community is still separated by language boundaries. Theoretically, this seems to be the only major obstacle standing in the way of international and interpersonal communication in the information society. This is why the problem of the language barrier on the Internet is perceived as one of the global problems of mankind, and a project aiming to solve this problem has been initiated under the UN auspices -by the Institute of Advanced Studies of the United Nations University. Launched in November 1996, the project embraced 14 groups from different countries representing a wide range of languages: Arabic, Chinese, German, French, Japanese, Hindi, Indonesian, Italian, Mongolian, Portuguese, Russian, Spanish and Thai. Later on Latvian and Korean were also included.
General Description of UNL
The idea of the project is as follows. A meaning representation language has been designed which has sufficient expressive power to represent informational content conveyed by natural languages. This language entitled Universal Networking Language (UNL) has been proposed by Dr. Hiroshi Uchida at the Institute for Advanced Studies of the United Nations University [1] . One of the major applications of UNL is to serve as an interlingua between different natural languages. Besides that, UNL can also be used for other applications such as information retrieval, text summarization and the like.
For each natural language, two systems should be developed: a "deconverter" capable of translating texts from UNL to this NL, and an "enconverter" which has to convert NL texts into UNL. A deconverter and an enconverter for a language form a Language Server residing in the Internet. It is not required that all Language Servers are based on the same linguistic framework or use the same software. The only thing they have to share is UNL. All language servers will be connected in the UNL network. They will allow any Internet user to deconvert a UNL document found on the web into his/her native language, as well as to produce UNL representations of the texts he/she wishes to make available to multiethnic public.
What is a UNL expression?
Formally, a UNL expression is an oriented hypergraph that corresponds to a natural language sentence in the amount of information conveyed. The arcs of the graph are interpreted as semantic relations of the type agent, object, time, reason, etc. The nodes of the graph can be simple or compound. Simple nodes are special units, the so-called Universal Words (UWs) which denote a concept or a set of concepts. A compound node (hypernode) consists of several simple or compound nodes connected by semantic relations.
In addition to propositional content (of the type "who did what to whom"), UNL expressions are intended to capture pragmatic information such as focus, reference, speaker's attitudes and intentions, speech acts and other information. This information is rendered by means of attributes attached to the nodes.
UWs, relations and attributes are the three building blocks of UNL. We will not describe them in detail, an interested reader can find full specification of UNL at [1] . Instead, we will give a general idea of what a UNL representation looks like by means of an example of average complexity and comments on some of the UNL features it demonstrates.
(1) When the people turn grey, they often look back to the past.
(2) agt(look back(icl>do).@entry, people(icl>person).@generic) obj(look back(icl>do).@entry, past(icl>abstract thing)) man(look back(icl>do).@entry, often) tim(look back(icl>do).@entry, turn(icl>occur, equ>become)) obj(turn(icl>occur, equ>become), people(icl>person).@generic) gol(turn(icl>occur, equ>become), grey(icl>color, mod<hair) A UNL representation of a sentence is a set of relations. Each relation connects two UWs. In (2), the following relations are used: agt (agent), obj (object), man (verb modifier), tim (time), and gol (final state of a change). In total, UNL makes use of 41 relations of this type. Most of the UWs in (2) are supplied with restrictions (expressions in brackets following the headword). Restrictions mostly serve for indicating the semantic class of the UW and restricting the meaning of the headword (we will say more about the restrictions below, in section 3). For example, restriction (icl>do) of look back shows that it is an action, as opposed to turn which is a process (marked by restriction (icl>occur)). Restriction (icl>person) of people identifies the relevant meaning of this word and differentiates it from other possible interpretations, as, for example, in peoples of South America where (icl>nation) is more appropriate. Grey has two restrictions: (icl>colour) says that grey is a kind of colour and (mod<hair) shows that it characterizes the colour of hair. Attribute @entry marks the "main" element of the structure (called "entry node") which normally matches a syntactic top node of the corresponding part of the sentence. Attribute @generic ascribed to people shows that it is used in the generic interpretation.
Graph (2) is not a tree (cf. [2] where meaning is represented by means of a tree structure): UW people(icl>person) is the end node of two relations -agt and obj. This mostly happens when various predicates share arguments (people look back and people turn grey). This is how the problem of anaphoric relations within the sentence boundaries is tackled. Instead of introducing anaphoric pronouns (he, she, it, they) for recurrent occurrences of the same word, UNL allows only one occurrence at the expense of the loss of tree structure.
Graph (2) does not contain compound nodes. A phrase should be made a compound node if its link to some element of the outer context is not semantically equivalent to the link of its entry node. In the sentence The old man looked back to the past there is no need to introduce a compound node, because linking the phrase the old man to the verb look back is semantically equivalent to linking the noun the man to this verb: 'the old man looked back to the past' = 'the man looked back to the past; this man is old'. The situation is different in the sentence Old men and women often look back to the past. This sentence is ambiguous between two interpretations: 'old men and old women' and 'old men and (some) women'. Under the first of these interpretations, the word old is linked to the whole phrase men and women, while under the second one it is only linked to men. Thus, to assure proper understanding of the sentence, one has to introduce a compound node men and women for the first interpretation and leave single nodes men and women in the second interpretation.
Internal organisation of UNL documents
Information encoded in UNL is organised into UNL documents. A UNL document is divided into UNL paragraphs and sentences by means of HTML-like tags. UNL paragraphs consist of UNL sentences, which in turn are divided into sections. Each UNL sentence is divided into the following sections:
• The original sentence, i.e. the information that has been encoded.
• The UNL expression corresponding to the original sentence.
• For each language for which a UNL Generator has been developed the automatically generated text of the UNL code into that language. Generation results are then cached in the document and available to the reader without delay. Besides these elements, a UNL header contains information and meta-information about the document as a whole.
Some salient features of UNL as compared to other interlinguas
After this brief and general presentation of UNL, we will focus on some aspects of the UNL approach which we consider to be of primary importance.
However, before that a preliminary remark is in order. UNL is a language which has a single author. On the other hand, several groups from various parts of the world have been working with and on this language for several years. They were working to a large extent autonomously, and for this reason they could and in fact did form somewhat different notions of UNL, the more so since there exists no "canonical" and detailed presentation of UNL by the author. Therefore, it should be emphasized that what follows is our personal view of UNL which may not be shared by other partners including the author of the UNL design. In our exposition, we will try to answer some of the questions on the UNL approach that were asked at conferences and in private discussions (cf., in particular,[3], [4]).
UNL vs. Machine Translation
The first distinction of UNL from existing interlingua representations developed for MT is that from the very beginning MT was not considered to be the only application of UNL. Conceived as a language for meaning representation, UNL is supposed to serve various NLP purposes. UNL representations can be created and stored irrespectively of subsequent generation into particular languages. UNL documents can be processed by indexing, retrieval and knowledge extraction tools without being converted to natural languages. Generation will only be needed when the document is going to be read by the human user.
Another important difference from conventional MT is that the procedure of producing a UNL text (= enconversion) is not supposed to be fully automatic. It should be an interactive process with the labour divided between the computer and a human expert ("writer") in UNL. One way of doing this is described in [5] . Due to the interactive enconversion, the UNL expression, which serves as input for generation, can be made as good as one wishes. The UNL writer will edit the rough result proposed by the enconverter, correct its errors, and eliminate the remaining ambiguities. He/she can run a deconverter of his own language to test the validity of the UNL expression obtained and then refine it again till one is fully satisfied with the final result. Besides that, UNL experts from other language communities can further co-edit the UNL document adding the components of meaning which were not represented in the source NL text (as, for example, information on definiteness in Slavic languages) [6] .
UNL vs. English
An important idea behind UNL is (roughly) that it can be considered to a large extent as "disambiguated English". A UNL representation of an utterance of any language can be regarded as an abstract structure of the English sentence conveying more or less the same meaning. This representation may be underspecified with respect to some elements of meaning which are not expressed in the source language. Underspecification may concern meanings of both grammatical (as determination in Slavic languages, aspect in French or number in Japanese) and lexical nature (an example will be given below).
Dictionary of Universal Words vs. Ontology
UWs are organized in the Knowledge Base (KB) which is a manually constructed network of UWs connected mostly by hyponymy/hyperonymy, synonymy and meronymy (part/whole) relations. Nevertheless, it is not an ontology in the strict sense of the word. The crucial difference between the UNL KB and existing ontologies is that it is a matter of principle for ontology developers to make it as languageindependent as possible ( [2] , [7] , [8] , [9] ). Elements of the ontology are concepts which are abstracted away from the meanings of concrete natural language words. In our understanding, UNL does not have this ambition. UNL KB is language-neutral only at the upper levels of the hierarchy. Such labels as "thing" (standing for any nominal entity), "abstract thing", "living thing", "do" (standing for any verbal concept denoting an action or an activity), "occur" (standing for any verbal concept denoting a process) or "be" (standing for any verbal concept denoting a state or a property) can hopefully equally well subsume concepts of any language. However as far as the terminal leaves of the hierarchy are concerned, UNL KB it is not trying to be language-neutral. Instead, the UWs situated at the lower levels of the KB hierarchy are a collection of word senses of all working languages. Each lower level UW corresponds to a word sense of some working language (or a union of such word senses). This feature distinguishes UNL not only from existing ontologies mentioned above but also from various meaning representation languages in which lexical meanings are decomposed by means of a small set of semantic primitives [10] , [11] , [12] , [13] .
An approach similar to ours is taken in EuroWordNet [14] . On the one hand, it collects and links to each other syntsets of several working languages which are obviously language-specific. On the other hand, all these syntsets are linked to the Top Ontology via the Inter-Lingual-Index. The links between the Top Ontology and the elements of the Inter-Lingual-Index provide some language-independent structuring of the latter. The difference between the EuroWordNet approach and the one adopted in the UNL project is that in UNL, semantic links are not established between the word senses of individual languages but only between the UWs. This means for example that Spanish words manzana 'apple' and fruta 'fruit' are not linked to one another directly but only by means of UWs to which they correspond: apple(icl>fruit) vs. fruit(icl>plant).
To show how let us consider another example. In Russian, there is no neutral equivalent of the English non-causative verb to marry as represented in sentences like John married Ann in June. The expression that exactly corresponds to this English verb -vstupat' v brak ('to contract a marriage') -is an official term and is not used in everyday life. Instead, Russian speakers make use of two different expressions: zhenit'sja, if the agent of the action is a male, and vyxodit' zamuzh, if it is a female. Since the English and the Russian words differ in their meaning, they generate different UWs. The UW for English to marry looks like (1), while Russian expressions have UNL equivalents with a more narrow meaning -(2) and (3), respectively (for simplicity's sake, only the relevant fragments of the UWs are given):
(1) marry(agt>human) (2) marry(agt>male) (3) marry(agt>female) Suppose generators of various languages receive at the input a UNL which originated in Russian and contains UW (2) . If the target language has an equivalent word sense (as, for example, Polish or Ukrainian), the generator will have no problem at all. It will take the exact match. If we have to generate the text in English (or French, German, Spanish), where this exactly concept is not represented, the generator will search in the KB for the nearest more general concept for which the target language has a direct equivalent, that is (1). Cf. a similar mechanism of searching alternate translation in the Interlingua lexicon in 13.
If English is the source language, the UNL expression contains UW (1) and exact matches will be found by French, German or Spanish generators. If the target language is Russian, Polish or Ukrainian, we will have to make a difficult choice between two different equivalents. This is the problem of lexical underspecification that faces any translator from English into these languages, human or machine.
Sometimes the nearest context provides sufficient clues to take a decision (as in John married Ann in June). In other cases, this is more difficult and not even an ontology can help (as in If one wishes to marry, one has to take it seriously).
Interactive disambiguation seems to be the only feasible solution here.
We would like to single out three distinctive features of the UNL dictionary organization. 1. Flexibility. There is no fixed set of semantic units. There is only a basic semantic vocabulary that serves as a building material for free construction of derivative lexical units with the help of restrictions. This makes it possible to balance to some extent the non-isomorphism of lexical meanings in different languages. 2. Bottom-up approach. The UNL dictionary consisting of Universal Words is not constructed a priori, top-down. Since it should contain lexical meanings specific to different languages, it grows in an inductive way. It receives contributions from all working languages. Due to this, one can expect that linguistic and cultural specificity of different languages will be represented more fully and more adequately than it would be possible under the top-down approach. 3. Knowledge base. As the UNL dictionary comprises unique semantic complexes lexicalized in different natural languages, we are facing the task of bridging the gap between them. It can be done by means of the Knowledge Base -a network of UNL lexical units connected by different semantic relations. Special navigation routines will help to find the closest analogue to a lexical meaning not represented in the given language.
Types of information available for UWs.
In a general case, UWs are supplied with several types of information though it is far from complete (cf. a more elaborated and rich knowledge structure in the Mikrokosmos ontology [15] , [16] ). Most of this information is represented by restrictions. − Hyponymy/hyperonymy, synonymy and meronymy relations which locate UW in the KB ("KB-restrictions"). Examples: September(icl>month) ["September" is a hyponym of "month"], month(pof>year) ["month" is part of "year"], wood(equ>forest) ["wood" is synonymous with "forest"]. − Information on the argument frame and selectional restrictions ("argument restrictions"). Example: buy(agt>volitional thing, obj>thing, src>thing, cob>money) ["buy" has an agent ("who buys?"), an object ("what is being bought?"), a source ("from whom?") and a co-object (second object; "for how much?")]. − Information on how the meaning of the headword is restricted ("semantic restrictions"). Example: UW land(icl>do, plt>shore) describes the act of landing to the shore. It is necessary to differentiate this type of landing from the landing of an aircraft, if only because in Russian these situations require different verbs. This information is obligatory only if KB-and argument restrictions are insufficient for identifying the meaning. For example, leg translates differently into Russian if it is a leg of a human or some other animal (noga), a leg of the insect (lapka), part of the furniture (nozhka) or of the journey (etap). The UWs for these four concepts are clearly opposed by the KB meronymy restrictions (leg(pof>living thing), leg(pof>insect), leg(pof>furniture), leg(pof>journey)) and therefore do not require any semantic restrictions. The same is true for UWs given under (1) - (3) above. − Examples and/or comments which are introduced when the UW is not self-evident. When used in UNL representations, UWs do not bear all these restrictions. Each UW has a short form which unambiguously refers to the full description in the KB.
Universal Words vs. NL words
If a NL word has several meanings, they should correspond to different UWs. In this sense, UNL is lexically disambiguated. Disambiguation is done by means of restrictions which have to be constructed in such a way, as to clearly differentiate between different meanings. Examples: leg(pof>living thing), leg(pof>journey).
UNL does not strive to reduce quasi-synonyms to a single UW. If, however, semantic difference between two words can be naturally grasped by means of restrictions or attributes, one can make use of the same headword, but UWs should still be different. For example, it is acceptable to describe jungle and taiga as local varieties of a forest: jungle = forest(icl>plant, plc>tropics) ['forest situated in the tropics'], taiga = forest(icl>plant, plc>Siberia) ['forest situated in Siberia']. Another possibility is to treat each of the quasi-synonyms as a headword: jungle(icl>forest, plc>tropics), taiga(icl>forest, plc>Siberia).
Universal Words vs. English words
The fact that UNL can be regarded as disambiguated English does not mean that all UWs correspond to English word senses. UNL has a certain capability to construct concepts absent in English. To be more precise, when a lexicographer of language L is seeking to produce a UW for a word sense W L , he/she has following choices: 1. If there exists an English word sense W E which is to a reasonable extent synonymous with W L , then the UW for W E is accepted for W L ; 2. If English has no direct equivalent of W L , then the lexicographer should try to construct a concept by means of semantic restrictions. Namely, one has to find the closest English word sense with a more general meaning and narrow it down. Example: in Spanish there are different words for fish considered as a living being and as food; pez -fish(icl>living thing), pescado -fish(icl>food). This is a powerful way of overcoming mismatches between the languages, although it is obviously not universal. It should be emphasized that semantic restrictions are not always required to describe lexical meaning in detail. Their role is twofold. First, they should help lexicographers identify the appropriate sense of the English headword in order to find an equivalent in their language. To fulfil this role, restrictions should only be sufficient to separate one English word sense from the other, e.g. handicraft(icl>concrete object) vs. handicraft(icl>activity). All UNL lexicographers are expected to have a sufficient command of English, and since a word sense is unambiguously separated from other senses of the same headword, its meaning should be completely clear.
Second, semantic restrictions are needed to construct a new concept absent in English. This function is more demanding. The more completely a concept is characterized by restrictions, the more precise will be its translations to other languages. In practice, however, UWs are seldom supplied with more than two or three semantic restrictions. In all cases when the meaning of UW is not transparent, it should be supplemented by an example and/or comment. Institutional support. From the very beginning the UNL project has been institutionally supported by the UN, first through the UN University (Tokyo) and then through the UNDL Foundation. UN is the assignee of the UNL patent, which guarantees open character and free use of UNL (http://www.undl.org/).
Current state
Technical developments. At the moment UNL deconverters exist for many of the working languages, although their quality varies. Prototypes of enconverters are being built for some of the languages (Spanish, Russian). Several useful tools for UNL developers have been developed, such as the UNL Workbench constructed by the Spanish group and the tool for compiling the UNL dictionary constructed by the Italian group.
Real Experiences. UNL modules and tools for several languages (Spanish, Italian, Russian, French) have been tested in two experiences dealing with the texts belonging to the cultural heritage domain [17] .
Marketable solutions. Right now the project is defining the market opportunities for the UNL technology to be competitively applied. The most promising solution at the moment seems to be providing multilingual translation services which may be profitable if the number of working languages is five or more.
Consortium. Over the last years, the activities of the initial consortium of 14 language groups have slowed down. Some groups have suspended their participation due to the financial and organizational problems. At this moment (fall 2004) an attempt is being made to revitalize the activities with the aim of providing multilingual services within two years for a group of languages (Spanish, Russian, Italian, Hindi, Portuguese, French, English and maybe some others). This initiative has been taken by the Spanish and Russian Language Centers and supported by most of the groups.
UNL marketable applications and usefulness
UNL applications go beyond the support of multilingual translation services. UNL could also be applied for cross-lingual information retrieval, multilingual transactional systems or even the so called "knowledge repositories" where the knowledge is stored in the form of conceptual graphs without the original/target language dependency. More information about marketable applications of UNL can be found in [18] and [19] .
However, the market implementation of a technology requires much more than the technology itself. An important aspect of any technology is its maturity [20] . Maturity criteria can be divided in two groups: intrinsic and organizational factors. The first group of factors is connected to technological aspects and has been commented upon above. The second group comprises five factors which we will briefly characterize below.
1. Organizational maturity. 
